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Dear SoEULaw followers,

 

the activities of the second year of Jean Monnet Module “Solidarity in EU Law” are going on

continuously!

 

On Monday 19, Tuesday 20 and Wednesday 21 April 2021, Dr. Matteo Del Chicca’s Jean

Monnet course “Terrorism and Solidarity in EU Law” took place remotely, for a total of six

lecturing hours. During the lectures, Dr. Matteo Del Chicca (Lecturer of EU Law at the

University of Pisa and Key Staff Member of our Jean Monnet Module) explained the EU legal

framework concerning terrorist attacks. The still problematic legal de�nition of many relevant

terms, the distinction between a terrorist attack and a natural or man-made disaster with

regard to the enforcement of the principle of solidarity, and the main tools useful to combat

terrorism were analysed. It was highlighted that a terrorist attack occurring in a Member State

can be delivered by a Third Party, but can also be planned and committed by a terrorist group

(or individual) acting inside EU Member States. Several international law cases were

commented and debated.

 

On Monday 26 April, Wednesday 28 April, Monday 3 May and Wednesday 5 May 2021, Prof.

Francisco-Pascual Vives’ Jean Monnet course “Solidarity in European Union External Action

(Investment Agreements)” took place remotely, for a total of six lecturing hours. During the

lectures, Prof. Francisco Pascual Vives (Professor of International Law and International

Relations at the University of Alcalà, Spain, and Key Staff Member of our Jean Monnet Module)

considered the various facets of EU external action in which the principle of solidarity can play a

relevant role. Special attention was given to the establishment of an EU policy that protects the

rights of foreign investors, while striking an acceptable balance between foreign investor

protection and the regulatory laws of the host State. The course also analysed if and how the

EU can promote and include a number of values such as the principle of solidarity in its

international agreements.

 

On Tuesday 27 April, Wednesday 28 April and Wednesday 5 May 2021, Prof. Tarin Cristino

Frota Mont’Alverne’s Jean Monnet course “Solidarity and Migrations in Latin America: the Case



of Brazil” took place remotely, for a total of six lecturing hours. During the lectures, Prof. Tarin

Cristino Frota Mont’Alverne (Professor of International Private Law, National Migration Policy,

Law of the Sea, International Environmental Protection and Integration Law at the Faculty of

Law of the Federal University of Ceará, Brazil) identi�ed the peculiarities of the recent

international migratory �ows concerning Latin America and in particular Brazil, whose

multiplicities led to a recon�guration in the demographic pro�le and presented new demands

for public authorities and public policies. Practices adopted in Brazil were presented in order to

share the experience this country has had with the reception of immigrants and refugees. 

 

On Tuesday 27 April, Wednesday 28 April and Monday 3 May 2021, Prof. Francesca Martines’

Jean Monnet course “Human Rights and Solidarity in EU Law” took place remotely, for a total of

six lecturing hours. During the lectures, Prof. Francesca Martines (Professor of International

Law at the University of Pisa and Key Staff Member of our Jean Monnet Module) provided

insight on how EU cooperation for development has traditionally been linked to the democratic

principles of respect for human rights and to the rule of law. Students learnt why human rights

and solidarity continue to attract the attention of scholars, and they understood the

problematic issues involved, including the enforcement, scope, and function of the solidarity

clause for the implementation and respect of human rights. The course also analysed the

implications of EU’s international agreements standard human rights clauses.

 

On Monday 3, Tuesday 4 and Wednesday 5 May, Prof. Teresa Russo’s Jean Monnet course

“Natural or Man-made Disaster and Solidarity in EU Law” took place remotely, for a total of six

lecturing hours. During the lectures, Prof. Teresa Russo (Professor of EU Law and EU Migration

Law at the University of Salerno and Key Staff Member of our Jean Monnet Module) focused on

the analysis of the principle of solidarity in the event of natural or man-made disaster in

accordance with Article 222 TFEU, which can be considered the cornerstone of the co-

operative system of the EU because of its cross-cutting and overarching character. The course

dealt with the origin and scope of such solidarity clause, with its terminology, with the

implementation of the solidarity principle in the light of Decision 2014/415/EU and with the

analysis of how the solidarity clause was supported in the case Anagnostakis v. Commission.

 

You may also �nd more details concerning all our activities on our of�cial website and on our

social media accounts:

Website: https://soeulaw.jus.unipi.it

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/SoEULaw/

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/soeulaw/?hl=it

Twitter: https://twitter.com/soeulaw

Linkedin: https://it.linkedin.com/in/soeulaw-unipi-1764a01ab

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCs9J6srIj-6DQIr-xpD1vQQ?

view_as=subscriber

 

We will keep on updating you about the next main activities of our Module.

 

Warm regards,
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